Determining basic probability assignment (BPA) is essential in multisensor data fusion by using Fussy Theory or Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST). The study presented a method to determine BPA through sensor data only reported by sensors without depending on preset information data modeled prior to actual events. This was used to determine BPA for multi-sensor data fusion so that a pedestrian, who walked or moved, could recognize a moving object. The method resulted from the study was to evaluate the changes of each sensor measurement as time passed. Each BPA of each focal element was normalized to evaluate the aspects of the changes by time and to meet the basic characteristics of BPA in DST. That is, BPA of each focal element after evaluating sensor data was ranged between 0 and 1, and the total amount of all focal elements was 1. The study showed that a pedestrian could recognize a moving object with the method of determining BPA through multi-sensor data fusion conducted in the study.
Introduction
Extracting meaningful and advanced information from fragmentary information acquired by many basic information sources became possible through multi-sensor data fusion. Multi-sensor data fusion has been applied in flights, space, robots, image processing, geographic information, biometric identification, and so forth. Fussy Theory and Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) are used for multi-sensor fusion data. These theories provide a way to express the uncertain and obscure real world with mathematical logic. Today, ubiquitous sensor network has drawn much attention, and research on recognizing contexts and inducing the causes of those by multi-sensor data fusion after constructing network with heterogeneous multi-sensors to acquire better context information is actively progressed. Basic probability assignment (BPA) plays a key role when Fuzzy Theory and DST are used in multi-sensor data fusion. The process of multi-sensor data fusion based on DST depends on BPA, and therefore, data fusion and context induction are difficult to process without BPA. BPA is otherwise called mass function and does not refer to probability itself. It is a base to express stochastically whether each hypothesis that is called "focal element" in Evidence Theory is true or not or what the degrees of uncertainty are. Each focal element or the belief of a hypothesis and plausibility and uncertainty could be calculated by BPA. The study presented a method to determine BPA in the context to recognize a moving object. Context awareness from multisensors is widely used by modeling data acquired prior to events. However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to have all information for all contexts prior to events in the real world. So, a method to determine BPA is necessary for context awareness by sensor data acquired at a certain site without prior information. Therefore, the purpose of this study was that a moving observer would recognize a moving object only by sensor data without any prior information of the environments.
Most of the studies on acquiring information of moving objects in the real world estimated the locations of moving objects. An observer and sensors and equipment to measure moving objects stayed in fixed locations. These studies such as a smart walk system, provided mostly with routes guidance or 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks geographic features, focused on static information. However, a pedestrian walking or a small vehicle running at low speed needs information of moving objects such as electric cars for one driver, motorcycles, and bicycles in the environments as well as static information of geographic features and transportation. Studies on acquiring and using information of moving objects sharing roads or encountering each other as well as static environments such as stairs and bumps are important for the safety of a pedestrian and a person in a small vehicle, not to collide or contact. High-performance sensors and radars to get and use advanced information are available for expensive cars but are not so for pedestrians and small vehicles with low-speed capacity. Multi-sensor data fusion by DST would provide valuable results, acquiring advanced information of moving objects from the combination of lowpriced sensors. The method to determine BPA as a key aspect in this context would be widely useful.
The study consisted of the following. Related studies were analyzed in Section 2, and a new way of BPA determination was introduced in Section 3. Experiments and evaluation were shown in Section 4, and a conclusion was drawn in Section 5.
Related Research
Dempster-Shafer Evidence Theory and Basic Probability Assignment.
Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) is a theory to calculate the basic probability assignment (BPA), when the independent BPA has been defined. Provided that is defined as a universal set, which consists of the exclusive propositions and is the power set of , incorporating all the possible combinations of the propositions, could have the four features, as follows:
Each sensor will contribute its observation by assigning its beliefs over . This assignment is called the "basic probability assignment" of the sensor , denoted by . According to sensor 's observation, the probability that is indicated by a "confidence interval" is [Belief ( ), Plausibility ( )].
The lower bound of the confidence interval is the belief confidence which accounts for all evidence :
The upper bound of the confidence interval is the plausibility confidence, which accounts for all the observations that do not rule out the given proposition:
For each possible proposition, DST gives a rule of combining sensor 's observation and sensor 's observation :
The difference Plausibility ( ) − Belief ( ) describes the evidential interval range, which represents the uncertainty [1, 2] .
Cases of BPA Determination.
Bentabet and Jiang suggested a novel way to determine mass functions in DST. They applied it to the image segmentation with iterative Markovian estimation [3] . Ben Chaabane et al. and three other colleagues suggested a method for the estimation of mass functions in the DST. They applied it to color image segmentation [4] . Ali and Dutta suggested a way to determine BPA when the operators of minimum, maximum, and approximate values were recognized [5] . Jiang et al. showed a way to determine BPA with measuring a distance between subject properties and tested sample data [6] . Zuo et al. and two other colleagues introduced a method to determine BPA with rough set theory based on random set theory and BP neural networks [7] . Boudraa et al. showed a method to determine BPA with image segment used by the purge membership rating pixels from image histograms [8] .
The weakness of the methods in these previous studies required a large amount of learning data. The subjects and results of data fusion were also limited to static aspects.
BPA Determination to Recognize Moving Objects
The method to determine BPA in the study was to acquire information of a moving object when an observer was moving and to be aware of relative contexts and relations between the moving observer and the moving object. That is to be aware of relative situations between moving objects on the road. The context awareness was usually determined by matching acquired sensor data with data modeling based on information saved prior to events, but the study is to supplement the cases of context awareness that the information from the real world goes beyond the range of preset data modeling. A moving observer was equipped with three different sensors for processing multi-sensor data fusion by using DST after acquiring data from the sensors of a moving object encountering on the road. A new method to determine BPA in this case was presented. The process of multi-sensor data fusion based on DST is that the belief and plausibility of each focal element can be calculated after BPA of each focal element is determined, and situations can be induced from comparing the belief and uncertainty of each focal element after getting uncertainty of the difference between belief and plausibility. So, the correct evaluation of the sensor data perceived from moving objects should be reflected on BPA determination.
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 3.1. Measurement and Context Awareness. The study environment was dynamic as most of the world is. Time progress is considered in the dynamic situation, which is different from biometrics or geographic information based on image processing in the static situation. The sensor data are also measured values, scalar quantities, which do not have the components of vector. On the other hand, the study was to acquire directional context information of a moving object by analyzing the scalar quantity as combining sensor data and time progress.
Time Division and Average Rate of Change in Time Intervals.
There is a particular case that absolute values of sensor measurements have important meanings, but an analysis of changing aspects is useful to acquire information. Changing patterns of the sensor measurements by time progress are evaluated, which is the calculation of the average rates of variations in time intervals. Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm is applied to calculate them. Each cluster defines its central point after acquired and saved data are clustered in K clusters in FCM. The data in the clusters are evaluated by calculating clusters' central points and Euclidean distance.
Clustering by sensor types existed naturally in the study. The rates of variations in fixed time intervals were calculated as the clusters' central points were done. However, each data was not evaluated by comparing average values, which were different from FCM. The study was focused on comparing the amounts of changes among previously measured values and those in the next time intervals. Increases and decreases in measured values by time intervals were meaningful results for the observer with the sensors.
An issue could be raised here that single sensor could observe faster and simpler than multi-sensors with sensor data fusion could to know approaching or going away from moving objects by sensor data evaluation of comparing the amounts of changes among previously measured values and those in the next time intervals. High-priced cars can be equipped with high performance sensors and radars and operated, but the study was focused on pedestrians and small and light weighted vehicles without expensive or heavy equipment. A single sensor has a limitation for context awareness. A sound sensor has difficulty in differentiating ambient background noise from moving object's sound. An ultrasonic sensor is good to measure the distance of moving object but makes errors for a moving object with low reflection. Infrared light sensor has high recognition rates for humans and animals with low sound wave reflection but the distance to recognize is relatively short. So, processing heterogeneous sensors' data by the multi-sensor data fusion could result in high recognition rates and advanced context information.
Evaluating Signal Variation
Rates. The functional formulae of the sound, ultrasonic, and infrared light sensors were defined as the following. Sound function was ( ), distance function measured by ultrasonic waves was 1 ( ), and short distance measurement function by using infrared light sensor was 2 ( ).
Variation rate in time intervals of a sound sensor was calculated as follows:
The variation rate of distance was fixed as 0, not to impact on risk factors because a moving object was going away if the measured distance value by distance measurement sensors was > 0. The time from 1 to 30 seconds was measured per second as follows:
To have BPA, the variation rate, , of a slope by intervals of the sound measurement value, delta value, to elicit BPA determination based on the measurement values of a sound sensor from three types of sensors was defined as below.
= Total time. (7) Arctan (Δ ( )) was expressed as [− /2, /2] from the sound delta value, Δ ( ). So, total delta absolute value regardless of negative or positive amount of a variation rate was divided by the total of delta value and multiplied by ( /total time) 2 . The value was high as the rate of the sound increased as time went by. It was if > 0 and 0 if ≤ 0. The value was 0 to fix between [0, 1] if the sound decreased rapidly. This was because that BPA of each focal element should be in the range from 0 to 1. This is the way to calculate BPA based on variation rates by time intervals of measured values by a sound sensor. The same way is applied to calculate BPA based on variation rates by time intervals of measured values of distance from an ultrasonic sensor 1 ( ) and those of distance from an infrared light sensor 2 ( ). The process of calculating BPA using 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) is the same as that of calculating BPA using the sound value, ( ). So, BPA can be calculated based on the variation rates of distance measured and reported by ultrasonic waves as the following:
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The measured value of distance reported by ultrasonic and infrared light sensors was 0 if ≥ 0 and | | if < 0. The value was 0, meaning going away as the distance increased. Each BPA of a sound sensor and that of an ultrasonic sensor are added if both variation rates from a sound sensor and an ultrasonic sensor should be considered. Each BPA based on variation rates from an ultrasonic sensor and that of an infrared light sensor are added if the ultrasonic sensor and the infrared light sensor generate consecutive events, and a sound sensor does not.
The variation patterns of sensor values gave a base to evaluate the relations with situations. The results from recognizing and evaluating change patterns of sensor values were reflected on BPA determination for multi-sensor data fusion by using DST.
Experiment and Evaluation

Experiment.
Multi-sensor data fusion using the method to determine BPA resulted in Section 3 was applied and investigated if a moving object would be a risk factor to the moving observer in this chapter. Cars, motorcycles, bicycles, electric cars, wheelchairs, pedestrians, and so on could be considered as moving objects on the real road. Cars and two wheeled motor vehicles with internal combustions using fossil fuel make big noise and run at high speed. Electric cars, wheelchairs, and pedestrians make relatively less noise and run at low speed.
The experiment in this chapter was that a pedestrian, the moving observer, recognized the moving object to avoid collision or contact possibilities on the road. Experiment Specification. A sound sensor reported the sound made by the moving object. Then, the sensor reported the changes of the sounds additionally to detect if the moving object was approaching to or going away from the moving observer. An ultrasonic sensor began to operate and reported if the moving object was approaching when the sound sensor found and reported the moving object. The ultrasonic sensor detected and reported if the moving object was approaching or going away in regular time intervals. To supplement the operation of ultrasonic sensor detection capability, infrared light sensor was operated additionally in close distance of the moving object.
The change patterns of reported values had meanings to show the changes of gradual increases or decreases. The purpose was to detect the moving object that was approaching or going away from the moving observer by using the sensor system. Evaluating the signals detected and reported was possible by continuously comparing the differences between the sensing values in time progress.
Time indicated the moment of the detection in Table 1 . That is, 1 was the first detection and 2 was the second detection. The loudness of the sound in dB detected by an ultrasonic sensor was recorded. Distance 1 was the distance measured by an ultrasonic sensor, and Distance 2 recorded was the distance measured by an infrared light sensor.
The experiment was to verify if reason deduction using multi-sensor data fusion could determine whether or not moving objects around pedestrians were risk factors. This was to see if the sound, ultrasonic, and infrared light sensors together could detect and report events related to the pedestrians' safety from the emerging, moving, or approaching objects in pedestrians' path. The sound sensor detected moving objects with noise and then determined whether they approached or went away by sensing the changes in the loudness of the noise. The variation rates of the loudness of the noise in each interval were bases for calculating the BPA. Acquired signals were calculated by the variation rates. The change patterns were evaluated, and the degrees of the moving object's approach were displayed in Figure 1 .
In Table 2 , BPA in each focal element was calculated, using the way presented in the study, after the average variation rates in each focal element between 1 and 2 were evaluated. The values of belief and uncertainty in each focal element using BPA were presented. The belief and the uncertainty in each focal element were calculated by using multi-sensor data fusion based on DST. Table 2 shows that BPA could be calculated by using variation rates in time intervals and used for calculating belief and uncertainty in each focal element resulted from data fusion for context inference. Table 3 presents belief values after calculating BPA in each focal element in the entire time intervals such as between 1 and 2 , 2 and 3 , . . ., and 29 and 30 .
The risk increased as the moving object was getting close, detected by the ultrasonic sensor. The signal detected and reported from the infrared light sensor also resulted in rapid increase of evaluating a risk. This result presented that the risk increased as the moving object approached when BPA was determined by evaluating and reflecting the variation rates of signal data reported from the sensors without prior information.
The study presents that BPA with evaluating variation rates of signals is to infer risk factors by calculating belief and uncertainty in each focal element. Final context inference is based on belief and uncertainty, but the changes of belief values alone were inferred in the study if the moving object was approaching or a risk factor because the belief values imply a hypothesis of having focal element or a probability of definite occurrences of events.
Evaluation.
The BPA calculation method aimed to apply to a smart cane for the blind. The support systems to walk for the blind were mainly developed to detect static factors such as stairs, roads, and barriers so far. The BPA calculation method presented in the study was to detect actual dangers from risk activities and approaches of moving objects for supporting individuals with visual disability to walk outside. The support system to walk for people with visual disability using this BPA calculation method could be examined in two types.
Evaluation 1: Comparing Existing and Present Systems. Table 4 includes the comparison results among the prior support systems and products to walk and the present system using BPA calculation method for the blind. The systems are divided into two types, Electronic Travel Aids (ETA) and Robotic Travel Aids (RTA On the other hand, the support system to walk for the blind using multi-sensor data fusion based on the BPA calculation method presented in the study could recognize moving objects on the road and detect if the moving objects were threat noticed fixed barriers. The presented method also could recognize living bodies, which ultrasonic sensors could not detect easily.
Evaluation 2: Comparing Sensors' Components.
Most of the existing ETA systems used only ultrasonic sensors or used them as main sensors. The study was to verify that using multi-sensors had more reliable results than using a single sensor when the supporting systems to walk for persons with visual disability detected contacts with moving objects and other pedestrians and risk factors on the road. As the results of the experiments displayed in Table 3 , belief values detected and reported by single sensors separately, a sound sensor ( ), an ultrasonic sensor ( 1 ), and an infrared light sensor ( 2 ), were weak, not clearly defining changes to determine if the moving objects were threats. The approaches of the moving objects were not detected even when both a sound sensor ( ) and an ultrasonic sensor ( 1 ) were used together. However, belief values of focal elements based on the events detected and reported by the sound ( ) and infrared light ( 2 ) sensors together or the ultrasonic ( 1 ) and infrared light ( 2 ) sensors together showed noticeable change patterns.
These results shown as Table 5 indicated that it was difficult for the sound sensor alone to detect the approaches of the moving objects because the sound was blending with a background noise and bicycles and pedestrians did not make a significant sound. The ultrasonic sensor did not recognize clearly the objects with irregular surfaces that reflected inaccurately or the living bodies such as pedestrians and big animals that did not reflect on the road. The infrared light sensor alone did not detect well the moving objects that were far away or did not use an internal combustion engine generating a heat.
Conclusion
BPA determination played a key role in multi-sensor data fusion by using Fuzzy Theory and DST. The study provided a method to determine BPA for multi-sensor data fusion to International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 7 recognize contexts of a moving observer and a moving object by evaluating sensor data without depending on information data modeled prior to actual events. The method was that the change of values measured by each sensor in time progress was evaluated and normalized to evaluate the meaning of those values. BPA of each focal element was between 0 and 1, and the BPA total amount of all focal elements was 1.
The study showed that context awareness was possible based on the result that multi-sensor data fusion by using BPA determination was used to detect if the moving observer recognized the risk of a moving object with the sound, ultrasonic, and infrared light sensors. The future study is needed to interlink the context data set modeled with prior information in the sensor data fusion system.
